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When I Hear
By K. Lake

When I hear the
seagulls cry
calling me to be
there with the one
I live there
close to the sea

I’ll go down there
to the sea to be
there by her side
where the sea
brings to me
sea shells
washed up by the tide

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

green coin to pay
the ferryman,
boat woven of rushes

grey breeze
upon these waters, softly
his oar ripples their cold skin

owl’s eye:
shadow-worlds
come to sharp focus

By Anne Stephens
…………………………………………………………….

how earth turns –
shadows fall
a cloudlit sky
hides
the waning moon

By Jane Stuart

Amor Ad Infinitum
By Pamela Harvey

The sea-wind is blowing at Tuddenham Gate –
I pray all the Gods we may not be too late.
I lost one of my sandals in all of the fuss –
His cohort can’t leave without waiting for us.

Beyond the tall ramparts the wild marshes reach
To where we once stood on the stones of the beach,
Marcus and I, just a few months ago.
(If we knew then what problems we’d have to face now.)

You should have just left him, my family said,
And found someone sensible – time you were wed.
We’ll walk once again by the broad river Lea,
And one day, like marsh birds, we’ll fly to the sea.

I could be mistaken in him, I know well;
Passion is fickle, and love cannot tell.
The way is uncertain, but I can’t deny
Those moments of magic I felt in his eyes.

Time’s long-lost echo now stirs in my heart;
Eternity’s love-song, in which we’re part.
Over Londinium wild sea-birds cry,
Over the centuries, watching them fly,

Till the scene changes, but changes can’t be
Held in Life’s mystery – sincerity.
For this unlocks the true world to us all,
In spite of our doubts and the days past recall.

***

My airline ticket, oh, where has it gone?
Oh, why doesn’t somebody answer the ’phone?
I’ve given up on him, that’s what they all think –
Just one sip of tea, my throat’s dry, I must drink.

If I can’t get a cab, and if I miss the bus –
What is it now? Do stop making a fuss.
You kids are all the same – you’ve lost yours, too?
Oh, where in the world can I find that left shoe?

A Roman girl’s sandal – they found it just there.
Was she in a hurry, and didn’t know where
She had mislaid it – yes, life is like that –
You try to do everything – five-seconds flat.

The sea-wind is blowing at Tuddenham Gate,
But life’s surest destiny never is late.
A bond that is Real never sundered can be –
It blends the sky and the marsh and the sea.
From Londinium’s trackways to Infinity.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

momentum –
purple light moving
in the forest,
shattered rocks
cold swirling leaves

By Jane Stuart



Other People’s Children
By Joyce Walker

It was years since Iris had played Spin the Bottle, a party
game from her youth, which ended in couples kissing and,
in some cases, led to much more. Even in those days she’d
not been lucky, the bottle had seldom ended by pointing in
her direction and, on the rare occasions when it did, she’d
end up with the ugliest or smelliest boy in the room, so that
she happily settled for a shy peck on the cheek.

Now,  at  forty-three,  she  was  what,  in  the
olden days, would have been called a spinster of the parish,
though she still held out the vain hope that she would, one
day, meet her Mr Right and would be a spinster no more.

The  older  she  got,  however,  the  harder  it
became, for, when she met men of her own age, they were
either already married, tied at home with elderly relatives
they had to care for, or came with the inevitable baggage
from a previous relationship in the form of children.

Iris didn’t like children. She was, in fact, the
stereotypical  maiden  aunt.  All  her  nieces  and  nephews
loved her as she would treat them to expensive birthday and
Christmas gifts and would let them stay at weekends when
her siblings asked her to babysit. She took them to cinemas
and amusement parks and zoos. She did this, knowing that,
once  the  weekend  was  over,  they’d  be  returned  to  their
parents and her responsibility for them would be over.

Other  people’s  children  were  a  different
matter. No matter how hard she tried, she couldn’t find any
love for them.

This  is  why  she  resigned  herself  to  living
alone, but it didn’t mean she wasn’t sometimes lonely. How
she craved those bygone parties with their kissing games,
perhaps with hindsight, she’d have been a little less choosy
and, just occasionally, settled for second best, perhaps then,
she would have been included in someone else’s circle of
friends,  making  her  search  for  Mr  Right   that  little  bit
easier, or maybe, just maybe, the boy whom she’d regarded
as ugly would have had some redeeming trait that would
have made her see behind the façade and find something to
fall in love with.

Now, the only parties she went to were dinner
parties organised by her family or, worse, Christmas events
organised by the bosses at the firm she worked for, which
meant  spending  the  whole  evening  in  the  company  of
people she saw every day and had no desire to spend her
evenings  with  at  all.  She  would  find  herself  sitting  in  a
corner  somewhere  wondering  why  she’d  accepted  the
invitation in the first place.

Then,  on  Christmas  Day and at  New Year,
she’d spend even more time with her brother and sister and
their families because they didn’t like the idea of her being
alone at the festive season, where she’d feel exactly what
she’d become,  the maiden aunt  with little  or  no hope of
finding a man.

“If you really want to find yourself a partner,”
her sister, Jo, volunteered, “you’ll just have to sign up to a
computer dating agency.”

“Or,  join a  singles’ club,” Iris  replied,  with
more than a hint of irony. “Knowing my luck, I’d end up
with a psychopath and be murdered in my sleep, the first
night we went home together.”

“With that attitude, you definitely won’t find
anyone.” Jo scoffed. “What’s that old saying Dad used to
quote all the time? Nothing ventured…”

“Nothing gained, I know. It’s just that, when
it comes to men, I’m so inexperienced and, yes, I’ll admit
it, after so long on my own, a bit scared.”

After that, they’d changed the subject and left
with Iris promising to take her niece and nephew to the fair
at the weekend.

“Promise me something, though,” Jo said. “If
there’s a man there who shows the slightest bit of interest in
you, you won’t shut him out without giving him a chance.”

Thinking there couldn’t  possibly be anyone
there who would do anything of the sort, Iris agreed.

Saturday arrived, for once fine and warm, and
having found a place to park, she took the children by the
hand and walked through the entrance to see what pleasures
the funfair had to offer an adventurous ten-year-old and a
slight-more-nervous child of eight.

“You can go on the dodgems, later,” she said,
“but, for now, we’ll try the merry-go-round over there with
the big horses, even I’ll enjoy that.”

They left  the ride  a  few minutes  later  with
flushed faces and, for a short while, kept their feet on the
ground, throwing balls at the coconut shy and trying their
luck on the hoopla, without much success.

It  was  while  they  were  queuing  for
candyfloss that the children met school-friends and began
comparing notes about the day’s activities.

“Nice kids,” a male voice, behind, her said.
“I think so,” Iris replied. “I only wish I could

take credit for their upbringing.”
Then, by way of explanation, said, “They’re

my sister’s, so I guess their good behaviour is down to her.
Yours  don’t  seem  too  bad,  either.”  For  other  people’s
children, she added, silently.

“I’d like to say that’s down to me, but they
live with their mother most of the time. I’m just a weekend
parent. The name’s Kelvin, by the way; my friends call me
Kel, or, sometimes, Vinnie.”

“But, only when you’re a bad boy, right?”
He frowned at her, not getting her attempt at

humour.
“Like Vinnie Jones,  ex-footballer,  plays bad

boys in films.”
He smiled. “Oh, I see.”
Once they were served, he added, “Look at

the kids – they seem to want to be together. Why don’t we
tag along – it might be fun…”

“It  might  at  that,”  she  replied,  the  words
slipping out  before  she had time to check them. “How’s
your driving?”

“Terrible. Why?”
“I  promised  them  a  ride  on  the  dodgems,

before we leave. Or, should I call them bumper cars? I don’t
think they call them dodgems, anymore. I thought, perhaps,
that as long as they’re going on the ride, we might have a
go, too…” She hoped she didn’t seem too forward, but he
smiled again.

“Sounds good to me, but I think you’d better
drive.  When  they  changed  the  name,  I  also  think  they
changed the rules; they don’t encourage people to run into
each other, anymore.”

“I  guess  it  must  be  something  to  do  with
health  and  safety  –  they  seem  to  take  the  fun  out  of
everything.”

“Including a funfair,” he quipped.



She was very aware that her behaviour was
uncharacteristic and tried to convince herself that she was
only taking Jo’s advice, but she knew it wasn’t that – there
was something about Vinnie that made making small-talk
easy, and, rather than taking the fun out of the funfair, he’d
put some fun into it.

She tried very hard to impress him with her
driving on the dodgems, but, despite all her efforts to obey
the ‘don’t bump into other cars’ signs, she still managed to
run into the children a few times, which made them giggle,
but, at least the man in charge of the ride didn’t seem to
think they were deliberately flouting the rules.

“Come on,” he said, when their time expired.
“It’s time to try and win you a souvenir. What do you think
– prize darts or the rifle range?”

“Darts,  I  think  –  then,  I  can  play,  too.  I
wouldn’t know where to start when it comes to shooting a
rifle.”

It took their combined skill to provide enough
winning tickets for the smallest of Teddies that he handed to
her as long as she promised to look after him.

“Of course, I’ll look after him – he was one
of the most  expensive bears  I’ve ever  bought!  We could
have got three in the toyshop down the road for what we
paid to get this one.”

All too soon, it was time for her to return the
children to their mother and they parted at the gate, but not
before exchanging phone numbers and arranging to meet
later in the week for dinner.

“So,” Jo asked, when she arrived home, “how
was your day?”

“Good,” Iris replied.
“We met Louise and Michael,” the kids said,

“and went on the bumper cars. And – Auntie’s going out
with their dad on Thursday night…”

“Oh, are you, now.”
“Yes, but only because I have to give him a

progress  report  on  the  behaviour  of  a  teddy  bear  I’ve
become a  parent  to,  or,  to  be  more  precise,  joint-owner
of…”

“I  see,  and  what  about  becoming  a  step-
parent to Louise and Michael?”

“One  step  at  a  time,  sis,”  she  said,  still
blushing  because  of  her  niece  and  nephew’s  revelation,
“but, they’re remarkably nice. For other people’s children.”

Ends

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

People
By Keith Murdoch

People are what they are.
I used to believe in perfection,
But realise now that people are
what they are, imperfect.
They can’t help being that.
I can’t help it, either.

………………………………………………………………

A sense of desire
Love in the storage cupboard
An office romance

By DS Davidson

The Date
By Chris Freer

It’s a few days before my thirtieth birthday and I’m single
and  lonely  in  this  big  unfamiliar  city.  Don’t  worry,  I’m
alright, really; I’m coping. I’ve had adventures in my life,
but,  suddenly, it’s  running slow.  Lots  of  work,  not much
play. I’ve tried to socialise, fit in, but it’s not easy. I sound
different,  not  one  of  those  trendy  accents,  like  Scots  or
Geordie,  but  a  bit  of  a  West  Country  burr.  Too  much
Somerset  cider  in  my veins  and in  my speech! I’m well
educated, but most people don’t take the time to find out.
They assume I’m a country bumpkin, not well suited to the
city I now inhabit.

And,  that’s why I’m here,  of course,  in the
Ladies’ loo, considering my options. I tried speed dating.
Nothing  really  came  of  it.  It’s  hard  to  get  to  know one
another when, although you share the same mother tongue,
you  don’t  exactly  speak  the  same  language  and  time  is
limited. I wondered about a lonely heart’s contribution. You
know the kind of  thing – lots  of  initials  and a probably
phony age and, maybe, even a flattering picture of yourself,
taken about ten years ago. Not for me!

I met the guy I’m with at work. I’m not with
him at this precise moment, of course, not in the Ladies’.
We met in the lift, to be exact. I’m on the top floor and he’s
on the seventh. We had the usual  polite  lift  conversation
about the weather and, then, out of the blue, he asked me
out. I was a bit flummoxed, to be honest with you. I mean,
it’s not the normal lift banter. He looked okay, not like an
axe-murderer or anything. Not that I’ve actually met one of
those, of course, but I’ve seen the mug-shots! I looked him
up-and-down  and  he  looked  straight  back,  candidly.  I
thought: ‘Why not?’ So, that’s what I said: “Why not?”

And,  that’s  why  I’m  here,  sitting  in  the
Ladies’. To say that the evening has been a bit dull is to
suggest  there  have  been  times  when it’s  been  enlivened.
That’s not the case, I’m afraid. We’re onto the third drink
and a bag of crisps and I still know nothing about him. Just
the usual politeness, nothing really said.

So… what’s  next?  I’ve  already  climbed up
onto the toilet seat to see through the window and find out
where I’d land if I took the cop-out approach. I can’t see if
the yard’s locked or not. I don’t fancy waiting in the cold in
the yard till closing time.

I’ll  have  to  try  the  polite  withdrawal
technique.

“Oh, I’ll have to go. I have a casserole in the
oven,”  doesn’t  sound very  convincing  at  9.30 PM.  Or,  I
know, how about, “I’ve really enjoyed our chat.  Perhaps,
we’ll meet in the lift again, sometime.” I don’t want to be
rude  or  hurt  his  feelings.  “We  don’t  appear  to  be
compatible. Let’s just call it a day.”

I re-enter the bar and it’s really busy, now. I
squeeze past people and find our table, but it’s empty. Just a
note tucked under my glass.  Thanks for the evening – the
bill’s at the bar.

Ends
………………………………………………………………

A desperate need
An empty space needing love
Waiting to be filled

By Aeronwy Dafies



As Ever
By Keith Murdoch

Radio on, as ever,
sometimes for the best part of
twenty-four hours.

I am the concierge, the night-manager,
the night porter, the old fox, the interpreter,
round here. I sleep intermittently.

Occasional news on TV, but, at present, it’s off
as I want to hear the drunks
coming home outside.

Cold War again, what a to-do,
but, as ever, I remain truly yours.
Various neighbours play music.

There’s a party in the next block;
but it’s too far away to bother me.
I see them in the early morning,

when I put the rubbish in the bins.
Do they ever sleep? Not to worry,
I’ve old music on the radio, as ever.

Midnight. Collapse of Carillion.
This is my hotel. Kettle on often.
Snow due tomorrow. Check cash for

morning groceries from shop. Tobacco is dear,
but useful, something for themselves.
Now, it’s hard rock on the radio again;
Must take tea, as ever.
…………………………………………………………………….

Having A Laugh
By Marc Carver

It really doesn't matter
as much as you think it does
it doesn't.
You can get upset
shout and scream
hit the bottle
smash things up
but really you are wasting your time.
You may as well
sit down
and laugh your head off
and realize how stupid you are
if you think you can do anything about it.

There is nothing you can do
and if the only thing you are getting mad about
is that you can do nothing about it
forget it.

I had to think twice before writing this because I know it
is not important
at least I thought so at the start but now I am not sure.

Well you decide
at least do me a favour
sit down and laugh
laugh with me

Silence
By Phil Knight

There will now be a minute of

SILENCE.

Do these words send a shiver down your spine?
Do you remember your first silence?

I remember mine,
it was during a school assembly
for someone called Blair Peach,
a teacher killed at an Anti-Nazi protest,
it was not a Silence of understanding
for we had been told to be silent.

My first Silence of choice
was in the August Swansea Sun of 1982
when I stood in Silence for the Atom Bomb victims,

it was not to be the last.

I have been in silence for
Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, Christians
and people of no faith at all,
I am growing angry in Multicultural Silence.

I have been in Silence for the past
and the present.

I have been in Silence for Black
and White.

I am drowning in a spectrum of Silence.

I have been in Silence for
Afghans, Americans, Britons, Palestinians, Iraqis

and countless others.
I am choking in my United Nations of Silence.

Will the Silence never end?
Are we doomed to be always in SILENCE?
………………………………………………………………

War of Hateful Kings
By Matthew Wilson

Nights father locked her in the tower
away from our children dusk and dawn
but I have crept softly through the trees
bringing light upon the flowered lawn.

This war has ruined our empires
until the kings children fell in love
walking through the woods at night
watched by a ceiling of stars above.

But no empire was won with hearts
now Nights father locked her away
and I go against my fathers wishes
to creep here before the death of day.

Nights father locked her in the tower
but I hope to do what is right
bringing our children to hear her lullaby
for out of darkness cometh light. 



Requiem
By Phil Knight

Now some folks live in fear
But I ain’t one of them.
I just turn up my radio
And I listen for our requiem.

All the stars are falling.
There are two suns in the sky.
The beach has turned to glass
And the birds have ceased to fly.

The wind it is fierce.
My negative strip is black,
The klaxon is blaring on
But I breakout a snack.

I swig down a cool beer
When the monitor is red,
“Please stand by, PLEASE STAND BY”
Is that what the TV voice just said?

It’s snowing in the summer.
All the trees are full of ash
There’s strontium in the water
And the fish no longer splash.

There’s hair on my pillow,
My blood count is on the rocks
But I’m not going to panic
I’ll switch on my boombox.

Now some folks live in fear
But I ain’t one of them.
I just turn up my radio
And I listen for our requiem –
Our beautiful Nuclear Requiem.
………………………………………

Falling Rain
By K. Lake

If you should go
Mary Jane don’t go
out there tonight
in the falling rain

stay with me
until tomorrow
when you go
it will only cause
me sorrow

if you should go
Mary Jane don’t go
out there tonight
in the falling rain

………………………………………

the pansy blooms
in sparkles
of velvet sunlight –
slowly, a fower opens
in the snow

By Jane Stuart

Spyfinger
By Neal Wilgus

i) Agency Report

Much sooner than expected
all our spies have been detected –
there is nothing we can do
but cut and run.

We must find an explanation
for this awkward situation
and we hope the spies now know
why it was done.

Of course the spies were all dumbfounded
when their luggage was impounded
and the search went very badly
so we heard.

Perhaps we all can learn a lesson
when we meet in our next session.
To admit our own mistakes?
Don’t be absurd!

ii) Committee Response

It has come to our attention
in the matter that you mention
that the spies were left to struggle
on their own.

But you need not be concerned
that their lives have been so burned
that their memories out the window
now have flown.

In fact we now have to wonder
why you think it was a blunder
to allow the spies to face it
without aid.

So we think your best endeavour
is to find some really clever
way to blame it all on them
and still get paid!
………………………………………..

navigation to a point
between adjacent maps

here the sea seems calm
and the perfume on the air
speaks of Paradise

pole star dreams
do not pollute,
and under Heaven’s eye
the Truth is absolute

By Anne Stephens   
………………………………………...

We want your letters of comment!

Wild Blue Thistle
By Scarlet Monahan

From beneath
The darkest clouded night

Morning rises
Into the prism

Of day

Our land
My life

My home

Inside of me
Mind
Body

Heart and soul
A state of independence

Freedom
Not given to nor gifted

By council
Robe or lord

But no
Instead

A nation
Within a nation

Now
Still divided

By fear and prejudice
United by memories

Our history

Infused
Confused

And molten

Yet

This land
Our land

Must proceed and succeed
Freedom

With no knee bended
Together
Inevitable

…………………………………….

sharp shadows upon the board,
a playing of chess
in the park, early summer
opens like a knight’s move,

its uncanny leap
to bright display unfolds the hope
for finer days

and in this dance
of wooden men
but little logic
– a taste of Zen.

By Anne Stephens



Forensic Fantasy
By Neal Wilgus

The aging cosmologist
seemed perplexed

as I refilled his cup
and stifled a yawn.

Here’s an oddity,
he said, sipping coffee
and blinking his eyes.
You know the old saw

that no two snowflakes
are identical?

Of course, I said,
savouring my tea.

Have they proved it wrong?

Easily done, he said,
but consider

the poetic thought
that no two cloud-forms

are ever identical.

Wrong again, I suppose,
I prompted, wondering
where this was going.

It says here, he said,
tapping the report he held,

that researchers have found
a cloud-form

that is identical
to a snowflake.

What do you make of that,
he wondered.

I hope they preserved
the bodies, I said.

………………………………………………...

An Evening in Starlight
By Jane Stuart

An unwriten poem,
an unsung song
found inside
a book lef
under the willow tree –

How unusual,
the moon’s refeccon
in a pool of starlight

But night is mystery…
red and orange leaves
falling in a crispy wind,
over, under trees

Tomorrow is the same
as was yesterday –
the owl scll fies
inside his forest
unmindful of snow

Falling, falling now
Falling on our songs
and poetry
a dreamy snow
made silvery by moonlight

Creed
By Scarlet Monahan

Supernature
Creation
Science
Providence
Or
The word
From
Massive
To
Infinitesimal
Everything and nothing…

Came
The priests…

Control
Piety and hate
Repetitious response
Standing up
Kneeling down
Holy tribes
Division
Fear
The deluded blood-wet path
To
Unknowable truth
And
The nameless
Blameless
All

………………………………………

In Carcosa
By DS Davidson

A watchful sensation
One can never shake
Strange urges that prove
Impossible to slake
They say your soul is
The least that city shall take
As the shadows lengthen
In dim Carcosa

A watchful figure
In the shadows grown long
Strange lusts you know
To be so very, very wrong
They say your soul is
Here where it does belong
As the shadows lengthen
In dim Carcosa

A watchful presence
A man without a face
Strange desires that cause
Your pulse to pound and race
They say your soul is
Trapped in that wicked place
As the shadows lengthen
In dim Carcosa

Taken from Yellow Leaves 9   
– Dreams of Carcosa   

………………………………………...

Awen will return in May

Let Us Speak Plainly
By Phil Knight

At this inclusive
across the piece Symposium
we shall seek
Multidisciplinary Blue-Sky Thinking
through Cohesiveness and 
Empowerment
in order to establish
all practicable current
Ways and Means
to Promulgate our Core Principles
to all Stakeholders
in Partnership Working with
Democratic Legitimacy and / or
Citizen Engagement.
For only in a Participatory Environment
can there be full-and-true coterminosity,
meaningful Consultation
and cross-fertilisation
with no Parameters to Bottom-up
Benchmarking of our
Transformational Trajectory
for the Normalising of
Outsourced Resource Allocation
to Utilise Improvement Levers
on a Level Playing Field
in relevant Strategic Centres
in all Localities
there must be Pragmatic Dynamism
for our Baseline for those in
Real-Time Interface
with Single Point of Contact
with Endusers is
CLARITY.
……………………………………

Lucky Stiffs
By Neal Wilgus

Einstein’s brain
was filed under X
for experimental

but his skin
was tested for opacity.

Papa Hemingway’s head
was destroyed

but his body was perfect
for testing

what raging bulls
did to human limbs.

Lee Oswald’s skull
exploded backwards,
showing that a shot

from behind could cause
watermelon tidal effects.

People on the 110th floor
proved the importance

of the colour
of your parachute.

No doubt Socrates’ corpse
provided support
for the idea that

eating poisoned meat
was not such
a good idea.


